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The Knowledge taken with 

you is Priceless! 

In 1873 in Nebraska a new town 

was recorded in American history and 

was recognized in a declaration name, 

named Wilber located just south of the 

city of Lincoln. A different settlement 

from a different traditional world from 

across the ocean known as 

Czechoslovakia.   Where in the 

country of Czechoslovakia, each town 

has a town traditional costume dress 

called Kroj, a traditional costume dress 

of a town was created for a new town 

in a new country of the United States 

and the traditions became American 

but American Czech that settled in 

Wilber.  

Robert ‘Bobby’ Kennedy stopped 

by with Astronaut John Glenn and 

his wife in 1968. A recorded speech on 

push button in the Cultural Arts 

Center next door to the Wilber Czech 

Museum has on push button with the 

historical speech thanking the town for 

the warm friendly welcome in his 

campaign journey for President of the 

USA just shortly before he was 

assassinated a few weeks later. A thank 

you note is on display with Robert 

‘Bobby’ Kennedy’s signature that was 

sent to the people of Wilber is also on 

display. 

In 1912, President Theodore 

Roosevelt, stopped by Wilber on 

the train. The same train tracks that 

presently has the housed grain elevator 

that houses 2 million bushels of grain 

that was completed in 1954 after 

President Theodore Roosevelt stopped 

by but before Robert Kennedy stopped 

by in 1958. 

On exhibit in the Dvoracek Memorial 

Library in the Czech Heritage Room a 

memoir from W.W.II that included 

General Bill Paton’s Czech 

translator’s memo card with doll at 

the

 
Dvoracek Memorial Library down the 

block from the Wilber Czech Museum 

and the Cultural Arts Center in 

Wilber, NE.  
 

Fact W.W.II, Eleanor Roosevelt saw to 

the creation of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Right the 

Humanitarian Rights world doctrine 

that was formally adopted on 

December 10, 1948 in the United 

Nations. 

AUGUST EVERY YEAR a 3-day 

American Czech FESTIVAL 

celebration the 1st full weekend in the 

month of August. The Czech 

celebration that brings you back the 

Aw! Of the breath to intake the town’s 

traditions that include witnessing the 

Beseda dance, the crowning Miss 

Czech Slovak U.S. pageant and Kroj, 

the traditional town’s dress. 

 

 

 

 

The Town of Wilber 

Invites YOU to Stop by! 
 

Wilber Czech Museum located  

102 W Third Street, Wilber, NE  

Open 1-4 pm or by appointment every 

day. (Call for holiday scheduling a tour 

or available hours. For more 

information 1-402-821-2183 (those in 

the United States do not have to dial 

the (1). 

 

 

 

Examples of 

Kroj in the 

Wilber Czech Museum Exhibit 

Your Invited to Stop-In 

for a Visit & Enjoy! 
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